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The reliability of power delivery is intimately related
to insulators. The performance of a power system
under normal operation at power frequency, or in
abnormal conditions like during lightning and
switching surges is dependent on the integrity of
insulators. The payback to the utility stemming
from careful attention to insulator design and
selection is enormous. This 2-day seminar is
focused on improving reliability of power delivery
and minimising system failures that are related to
outdoor insulators.

This seminar deals with all three insulator
technologies that are widely deployed by utilities
worldwide, porcelain, toughened glass and
composite (non-ceramic). Issues that are important
to the suppliers such as, materials selection and
formulation, design, quality control and testing are
discussed in detail. User side aspects including
specifications, product selection, inspection and
replacement criteria will be covered in-depth.

This seminar will also address economic issues
such as life extension techniques, inspection
methods and criteria to be used to enable decision
making like reinsulation, retrofitting, and preventive
maintenance. Details of performance improvement
techniques such as water washing, greasing,
creepage extenders, RTV coatings and semicon-
ducting glazed Insulators will be presented.

Lastly, this seminar will address the important
issue of insulator outages that are caused by birds
and animals. Methods to prevent such outages
and their effectiveness will be discussed. One
optional session is dedicated to presentation of
case studies by participants.

DAY 1

Introduction
● History of circuit breakers
● Circuit breaker types in use
● Interaction current interruption theory
● Transient recovery voltages

Fault Current Interruption
● Terminal faults
● Short-line faults
● Out-of-phase switching

High voltage shunt reactor switching
Range of application
Current chopping and overvoltage calcula-

tion
Mitigation of overvoltages

Medium voltage shunt reactor switching
Range of application
Calculation of requirements
Practical example

Capacitive current switching
Capacitor banks
Transmission lines
Cables

Parallel switching
Basic theory of parallel switching
Parallel operation of different circuit break-

er types

Controlled switching
Shunt reactor switching
Capacitor bank switching

Circuit breaker specification and testing
Electrical requirements and background
Common failure example: transformer fed

faults

Future developments

1.
2.
3.
4. INTRODUCTION

◊ History/evolution

Seminar Overview Seminar Content

1. Introduction

● Reliability concepts
● Life Cycle Cost considerations
● Benefits and limitations of life extension

2. Overhead line and station outages

● Causes
● Reasons and costs

3. Birds, and Animal and Environmental
problems

● Mitigation techniques for line and station appli-
cations

● Effectiveness

4. Porcelain, nonceramic and glass
insulators

● Important characteristics related to performance
and design for transmission, distribution and
station applications

● Advantages and disadvantages of different
types of insulators

5. Insulator manufacturing

● Design
● Materials
● Process
● Quality control

6. Failure modes of outdoor insulators

● Nonceramic, porcelain and glass insulators

Who Should Attend?

The two-day seminar is intended for:
managers, engineers and other
personnel involved in line and
station insulator design, specifica-
tion, procurement, construction,
testing and maintenance; insulator
manufacturers; and laboratory
personnel involved in insulator test-
ing and research.

CPD Recognition

This training program is designed to
meet the Continuing Professional Devel-
opment (CPD) needs of participants. A
Certificate of Attendance will be awarded
at the end of the program. This serves
as evidence of your personal and
professional commitment to your career.



Dr. David Peelo, P.Eng., is an independent con-
sultant. He worked for ASEA Power Transmission
Products Division in Sweden before joining BC
Hydro, Canada before he was a specialist engi-
neer for switchgear and switching. In 2004 he
was awarded a PhD degree by the Eindhoven
University of Technology for original research on
current interruption using air-break disconnect
switches. He has published more than 40 papers
and is active in leadership roles in IEEE, CIGRE
and IEC. He is convener of IEC Maintenance
Team 32 Inductive Load Switching.

David Peelo is a graduate on University Col-
lege Dublin. After seven years with ASEA
(now ABB) in Ludvika, Sweden, he joined BC
Hydro in 1973 and worked there for 28 years
rising to the position of specialist engineer,
switchgear and switching. Since 2001 he has
been an independent consultant with clients in
Canada, the US, South Korea, Malta and
France. In 2004 the Eindhoven University of
Technology awarded him a PhD degree for
original research on current interruption in at-
mospheric air using air-break disconnectors.
He has published more than fifty papers and
is active in leadership roles in IEEE, CIGRE
and IEC. Presently he is the Canadian Mem-
ber of CIGRE Study Committee A3 High Volt-
age Equipment and the Convener of IEC
Maintenance Team 32 that wrote the recently
published standard IEC 62271-110 Inductive
Load Switching.

◊ Current Interruption theory

2. TRANSIENT RECOVERY VOLTAGES
◊ Developing a multi-layer soil model from the

measurements
◊ Importance of geo-technical data and details of

water table and rock in the model
◊ Effect of rock / soil structure on resistance and the

environmental impact of the EPR
◊ Soil structures in Australia

3. FAULT CURRENT CASES

◊ Terminal fault
◊ Short line fault
◊ Out-of-phase fault
◊ Problems experienced and how to overcome them

4. INTRODUCTION TO LOW VOLTAGE EARTHING
SYSTEMS

◊ An over-view of the different earthing methods
used.

5. OVERVIEW ON STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS

◊ Health and Safety
◊ Electricity regulations

6. STANDARDS AND SAFETY

◊ The Standards which apply to power installations,
in particular IEC 61936-1 and IEEE 80

◊ How touch and step voltage limits are calculated

9. FAULT CURRENT DISTRIBUTION

◊ ………….turning
current and that returning via metallic routes

◊ Examples illustrating the current split for some
overhead lines and underground cables

◊ Example of the calculations carried out, the most
common mistakes made and the implications for
operations and maintenance.

10. EARTHING SYSTEM DESIGN AND
ASSESSMENT

◊ Typical past earthing systems and their defects
◊ How earthing system designs have developed over

the years
◊ Designing a modern type of earthing system for a

number of cases, including a demonstration of
touch/step voltage calculation. This will include

Dr. Ravi Gorur
(IEEE Fellow)

Dr. Gorur is a professor
in the Electrical Engineer-
ing Department at
Arizona State University
(ASU). He is responsible
for numerous research
projects in the areas of
insulators for electric
power transmission and distribution,
sponsored by utilities, government and in-
dustry. He has published a textbook on Out-
door Insulators and over 150 papers in IEEE
Journals and Conferences.

He has worked with numerous utilities on the
subject of technical specifications, mainte-
nance, design and selection of insulators for
overhead lines and stations. He chaired the
IEEE Working Groups on Insulator
Contamination and Dielectric Aging, Outdoor
Service Environment committee that
prepared IEEE standard (P1523) on High
Voltage Insulator Coatings and Polymeric
Cable Terminations. He is the US repre-
sentative for CIGRE Study Committee D1
(Materials for Advanced Technologies), and
the CIGRE Task Force Convenor on Interfac-
es in Composite Insulators. He was elected
to IEEE fellow in 1998 for
contribution to aging of polymeric materials
used for Outdoor HV insulation. He has
supervised about 50 graduate students (MS
and Ph.D). He teaches a short course on
high voltage outdoor insulators that is offered
annually at ASU, and at various companies
on demand.

Ravi Gorur obtained his Ph. D degree from
the University of Windsor, Canada, and BS
and MS degrees from the Bangalore
University and Indian Institute of Science,
respectively. He was a visiting professor at
the Queensland University of Technology
during 2002 and worked on projects with
Powerlink, Australia.

About the Seminar Leader

7. Condition assessment of insulators

● Identifying failed insulators
● Consideration for replacement

8. Utility engineering

● Specification
● Selection
● Manufacturer approval process
● Application

9. Utility operations

● Handling
● Installation
● Testing
● Patrols
● Inspections
● Maintenance

10. Performance enhancement of
insulators in critical locations

11. International standards

12. International utility experience

13. Life extension

● Methods and effectiveness

14. Insulation for apparatus and protection

15. Presentation of case studies by
participants (Optional)

16. Open discussion

In-House Course Available

This program can be customised to suit
specific needs of your organization at
significant savings.

Please contact us on (02) 8448 2078 or
email : register@cpdint.com.au for more
details.

Visit www.cpdint.com.au for more
courses


